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Eiustoiri (1921) and more rocontly Davidson (1957) have invostigatod tho 
equation of motion of a tost particle undor tho ‘^weak field approximation” . 
Wliile Einstein obtained the equation (in his notation)
^ (l+ < r ^  = ’^(T+ + ( v x
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Davidson pointed out an “ inconsistency” in Einstein s calculation and gave the 
equation
— ^
^(l+3<r)v =  ^<T+ + ( V X ^ ) X «
ai dl
A careful reexamination of the approximation procedure has hovrever led 
the author to the following equation
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Wliore following Einstein v has been regarded a small quantity of the order 
1/2, <7, a small quantity o f ordcir one. Terms which are small o f tho order one 
comimrod to the lowest order terms appearing in tho equation, havo boon neglected 
and tho terms which are small of the order 1/2 compared to tlie lowest order terms 
appearing liave been retained.
Equation (1) does not give the dependence of intortial mass on a* as expected 
from Mach’s principle, hut a new term ^  v-appears in the “ force expression”  
i.e. in the right hand side, when the field is nonstatic.
But if one agrees to retain tho terms which are small of order one compared 
to the terms of the lowest order, one gets the “ rate of change of momentum”  
expression i.e. the left hand side as
. .  (A )
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Expression (A) gives a dejicndence of inertial mass of <r as required by Mach’s 
principle and it also give the familiar increase of mass with velocity as obtained in 
tlio special theory of relativity, Since, according to Einstein is of the same order 
as (T, th('. neglect of and retention of cr in Einstein’s ocpiation cannot bo justified.
But, if we retain the terms which are small of order one compared to the lowest 
order terms the calculation of “ force expression” i.o. the right hand side requires 
an investigation of the nonlinear terms in the field equatios.
Thanks are duo to Prof. A. K. Kaychaudhuri for liis interest and encourage­
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For testing of transmission networks utilising frequency shift keying it is 
desirable to have some knowm deterministic pattern of frequency variation with 
time. The pattern should have a pseudo-noise character, that is, probability 
of transition at the end of each bit interval should bo one half, as would be expected 
of a real signal. Utilising such pseudo-random sequences one can measure the 
oxpoct€>d probability of error and effects of transmission impainnonts quickly and 
easily. Pseudo-Random Fi’cquency Shift (PRFS) sequences also find ai)plication 
in iV-ary communication system where a particular sequence of M different fre- 
quoncios corresponds one-to-one to one of N Possible states of the message source.
One way of generating such soquorices is to froquom.y modulate an oscillator 
with an Jf-ary PR sequence. In the case of binary {M =  2) PR sequeiiv o^s, it 
is known that such sequences (Golomb 1964, Chakrabarti (tt al, 1966) can bo 
generated by a linear sequential circuit having a cascade of shift registers or digital 
delay units in combination with a logic circuit consisting of modulo two adders 
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